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business of the age. His ability, until this happened, had
found little scope* He was brutally told by the editor of
the Morning, who came as he did from Scotland, but who
was a Scot and not Glasgow Irish : " What you are pleased
to call descriptive writing is only bathos, and contains no
real news/'
But " K* J/' had in him the capacity for work far
above a reporter's* He saw the Old Journalism dying
because it would not adapt itself to changed conditions*
Its chiefs were men of unprogressive minds. They were
unaware of the new reading public* They were content
to plod heavily in the paths laid down two generations
before* Their interest lay almost exclusively in politics,
and they prided themselves on possessing an influence
which had passed away*
Byron Curtis, editor of the Standard, boasted: " I'm
only a humble sort of fellow, but I've a jolly lot of power/'
That was an illusion* The mid-nineteenth-century
Press had power* Cabinet Ministers were afraid of and
therefore disliked it* The vote was the privilege of a
small number, and that small number was composed of
men mostly educated to think for themselves, to weigh
arguments, to form opinions of their own* They read
newspaper leading articles and were swayed by them, for
in those days such articles were written by journalists
who had as much knowledge and often more brains than
politicians; who could reason their points closely, and
who appealed, as a rule, to their readers' intelligence*
But that era of political journalism had, Kennedy Jones
recognized, been long since closed*
Therefore, when he took to the Brothers Harmsworth
an option he had acquired to buy the Evening News, he
made it clear that he wanted to run it in a different way*
Harold opposed the purchase* He was against rash

